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Industry Partnership 

Partnering with Edelweiss Air, Tampa Bay and Company, Visit St. Pete/Clearwater hosted eight 

German writers for a week. They represented a broad spectrum of media and were all well 

traveled. Scheduled events and activities required a number of staff for support of which I was 

happy to be part of. Since I drew the lucky short straw, my role was to entertain the group on 

their first night which was a Monday and again on Friday before their long flight home.  

 

Challenged by a Monday night itinerary we were fortunate to start with a delicious leisurely 

dinner at Marchands which put our guests in the mood to enjoy some local night life on the 

beaches afterwards. Having a number of personal visitors during the weekday, I actually knew of 

a couple ‘hot’ spots with live music and hoped our German guests would be appreciative. Along 

with hearing talented local musicians, they met the natives who said they Loved Germans and 

embraced them with southern hospitality. Being on the beach, with balmy temperatures, I invited 

them to take off their shoes and feel the Gulf waters. Lots of photo ops ensued and a couple even 

stayed barefoot to the next spot (it is the beach after all).  

 

Friday was their travel day back and we left time for a late start and relaxing schedule that 

included a visit with the Suncoast Seabird Sanctuary and lunch at Peg’s Cantina. As much as we 

love our destination and are proud to promote the unique character, you aren’t always sure how it 

will be received by different audiences. Having joked about wearing their caps at the Sanctuary, 

I was thrilled when the owners, Ralph and Helen met our group for a personal tour. Within 

minutes Ralph had them charmed by his knowledge and acquaintance with an Audubon group 

from Germany (one of the largest sanctuaries of its kind, who he had done some consulting for). 

Our group really connected with Ralph’s passion and his life-long mission to protect our 

feathered friends and conservation efforts. This was our last stop on the warm Gulf beach before 

heading to Gulfport and Peg’s Cantina. Enjoying fresh local ingredients, a gorgeous setting in 

their bungalow garden area, they also received a back-of-the-house tour and synopsis of the 

exploding craft brewing industry that Peg’s has won awards for.  Weary but happy travelers 

boarded their flight back to Zurich not only with full tummies, but a flattering Taste of Pinellas 

for story ideas.  
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Value of Tourism Presentations 

 Central Pinellas Rotary 

 

HOSPITALITY 

 

VSPC Representation  

 BIG C monthly meeting 

 Leadership St. Pete Welcome event for class of 2013 

 Tampa Bay Beaches Chamber Ambassadors holiday gathering & tree trimming for 

MADD 

 Clearwater Beach Chamber Holiday Breakfast 

 

VSPC Professional Development  

 Achieve Global Training with Pinellas County (UPS) 

VSPC Planning  

 Stavros Institute – Finance Park Educational Exhibit  

 

  


